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Advising African American Males

All attended

Fort Hayes University. Friday afternoon. Topic: ACCESS appointments.

Keynote, Beverly Thompson

Leading a Campus-Wide Early Academic Alert Initiative

Prevent Defense How Having the Right Conversation with Students Can Prevent Academic Probation; Marc Jimenez

earning the right to be heard... katie bonner

Friday, March 6, 1:30-2:30pm--Challenges and Opportunities Advising "Generation Me"--Kyle Foster and Lindsay Eckert, University of Central Oklahoma

"But I Want to Help People...Proactive Advising for Pre-Health Professions..." Peter James Ehimika

We are family... (Presenters: Georgeann Calzada and Staci Perez Strauch)

Positive Advising through Freshman Seminar: Helping Students Create their Story, Mark Nelson

Improving Self-Awareness and Self-Knowledge: A Cognitive Information Processing Approach to Career Decision-Making

ADHD session, Michelle Olking and Alex Kasik

Which Major? Efforts Implemented at a Large Institution to Assist Sophomores with Major Exploration- Jessica Luhn and Catarina Dominguez

"Just Tell Me What To Do! Using the Spirit of Motivational Interviewing to Support Advisor and Student Autonomy" Briana Mohan and Karen Hoccheiser

All of the sessions I attended was valuable to my situation.

the discussion with the members of Region 7 and the national office

Engaging the Campus Community in an Early Academic Alert Initiative

Writing for NACADA

Session #1, Advising African Americans, Terrance

Friday, March 6, 2015 10:15-11:15; Who's Afraid of the Big, Bad Parent; Vince Hernandez and Sherrice King

Friday, 3/6/15 @ 1:30pm, Writing for NACADA: NACADA Journal, Academic Advising Today, Clearinghouse, NACADA-produced books, and the NACADA Blog, Pollard/Nelson

ADHD/ADD: How to Spot Behaviors and Advise/Coach to Success Alexandra Kasik & Michelle Oelking, Tulane University

From Undecided to Career: Collaborations Between AcademicandCareer Advisors Laela Wilson & Glenda Jurek-Rahe, Texas State University

Motivational Inerviewing

"But...I want to help people!" Proactive Advising for Pre-Health Professions Students Struggling Academically by Peter James Ehimika

Just tell me what to do: Motivational Interviewing

Advising African American Males; Terrance McClain 1st session on Friday; Beinvenue room Awesome presentation and group activities!

Advising African-American Males Terrance McClain

Challenges and Opportunities advising "Generation me"

Just tell me what to do: the spirit of Motivational Interviewing, Tulane University

With a Little Help from my Friends: Proactive Advising and the Advising Success FAQ

First-Time Attendees session!

Climbing the Academic Advisors Career Ladder. Fleming and Boyd

Which Major

Generation Me!

"Just Tell ME What to Do! Using the spirit of Motivational Interviewing to Support student and advisor autonomy

Session 1, March 7th. Engaging the Campus Community in an Early Academic Alert Initiative - Nanette Cheatham & Paul Ivey, LSU

We Are Family by Staci Perez Strauch & Georgeann Calzada from PACE at TSU

Total Responses 39
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Statistic Value



2. Overall, I thought the Conference was:

1 Advanced Mailing, Publicity, Etc. 0 7 31 46 84 3.46

2 Conference Location 1 8 25 54 88 3.50

3 Facilities 1 4 17 64 86 3.67

4 Meals 9 21 44 13 87 2.70

5 Registration Process 0 0 25 60 85 3.71

6 Keynote Katrice Albert 1 1 13 58 73 3.75

7 Keynote Beverly Brooks Thompson 4 5 16 59 84 3.55

8 Opening Reception 0 3 21 46 70 3.61

9 Quality of the Concurrent Sessions 0 7 31 47 85 3.47

10 Closing Wrap Up 2 3 22 31 58 3.41

11 Overall, I thought the conference was: 0 4 31 52 87 3.55

Min Value 2 1 1 1 3 1 1 2 2 1 2

Max Value 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

Mean 3.46 3.50 3.67 2.70 3.71 3.75 3.55 3.61 3.47 3.41 3.55

Variance 0.42 0.51 0.39 0.72 0.21 0.30 0.66 0.33 0.42 0.56 0.34

Standard
Deviation 0.65 0.71 0.62 0.85 0.46 0.55 0.81 0.57 0.65 0.75 0.59

Total
Responses 84 88 86 87 85 73 84 70 85 58 87

# Question Poor Fair Good Very Good Total Responses Mean

Statistic
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3. How many REGIONAL conferences have you attended before this
conference?

1 None 34 39%

2 1-2 27 31%

3 3-4 17 19%

4 5 or more 10 11%

Total 88

Min Value 1

Max Value 4

Mean 2.03

Variance 1.04

Standard Deviation 1.02

Total Responses 88

# Answer Bar Response %

Statistic Value



4. How did you learn of this conference? (Mark all that apply)

1 Talking with a colleague 46 53%

2 E-mail announcement from NACADA 44 51%

3 Other: 13 15%

NACADA website

applying to present

Looking it up online

website

Supervisor

Supervisor sent us

VC of Academic Affairs

National NACADA Conference

NACADA mailing

School leadership

annual

found on NACADA site

Min Value 1

Max Value 3

Total Responses 86

# Answer Bar Response %

Other:

Statistic Value



5. To what extent did the conference meet your expectations?

1 Not at all 0 0%

2 Some 13 15%

3 Most 45 51%

4 All 30 34%

Total 88

Min Value 2

Max Value 4

Mean 3.19

Variance 0.46

Standard Deviation 0.68

Total Responses 88

# Answer Bar Response %

Statistic Value



6. Which of the following best describes your primary role at your institution?

1 Faculty Advisor 2 2%

2 Academic Advisor 56 64%

3 Counselor 1 1%

4 Academic Advisor/Counselor 15 17%

5 Advising Administrator 9 10%

6 Administrator with responsibilities over several areas, one of which is advising 3 3%

7 Graduate student 1 1%

8 Institutional position supports advising i.e. Registrar, admissions, financial aid, etc. 0 0%

9 Affiliated with a college or university but not in any of the roles previously mentioned 0 0%

10 Not affiliated with an institution of higher education 0 0%

11 Other: 1 1%

Total 88

Academic Advisor Trainer

Min Value 1

Max Value 11

Mean 2.93

Variance 2.55

Standard Deviation 1.60

Total Responses 88

# Answer Bar Response %

Other:

Statistic Value



7. How many years have you been in advising? (as an advisor, administrator, or
faculty member)

1 Less than 5 years 27 31%

2 5-10 years 31 36%

3 11-20 years 24 28%

4 More than 20 years 5 6%

Total 87

Min Value 1

Max Value 4

Mean 2.08

Variance 0.82

Standard Deviation 0.91

Total Responses 87

# Answer Bar Response %

Statistic Value



8. In what ways was this conference valuable to you?

I was able to meet and learn from other local advisors.

Every session was an excellent learning experience.

I learned a tremendous amount of new information from the sessions and found Katrice and Beverly's stories inspiring and motivational.

Great information I can take back and use immediately.

I enjoyed spending time with other colleagues and learning how different schools deal with the same issues we have at our school.

Networking with colleagues

Session content; networking; inspiring keynote & lunch speakers.

The sessions I chose on Friday were perfect. They helped me as a new advisor to know some of the questions I should be asking my students. My two areas for improvement
this coming year are increasing my comfort when talking to probation students and undecided students. This conference definitely helped with understanding probation
students.

I presented and I was able to network.

It showed me a new way to be more valuable to students and opened my eyes to some of my uneducated way of thinking. For instance, I had never thought about
neurodiversity which was talked about in the ADD/ADHD. Now I can go back and speak about this and more about career advising.

Interaction with others

I enjoyed connecting with colleagues and meeting new NACADA members. Several of the concurrent sessions were very good.

concurrent sessions were good; conference was well organized

I was able to meet other advisors from different institutions within my state and the region who experience the same things I do as it pertains to the students I work with and
learn about their best practices.

The most valuable thing that I took away from this conference was the opportunity to network with other professionals in the field. I always take away new ideas to implement at
my university after hearing/ discussing what other colleagues are doing.

Sharing best practices; the keynote speakers were both inspirational and entertaining--excellent choices; great to see a festive atmosphere of celebration to kick-off conference

content, best practices, networking

reconnecting with NACADA leaders, feeling inspired and informed about writing for NACADA, and excited to have put together an exceptional presentation about things I have
been wanting to share with others for a long time.

This conference was valuable to me because it was my first time attending.

Making connections with others in the same field.

Talking to other counselors

Networking and the opportunity to present

I've mostly worked on the student affairs side of higher education, so it was valuable for me to attend a conference for advising.

Networking, bringing back new ideas to share with colleagues

I might not have found every presentation 100% applicable to my advising practice, but I was able to take away at least 1-2 'pieces of wisdom' from each session that I think I
can use / improve my advising. I also enjoyed the first keynote speaker -- it's very motivating to hear how you can make positive professional changes that would potentially pay
off later.

Knowing that what I am doing is what other advisors are doing too! It confirmed my philosophy and approach with students.

Reinvigorating and motivating; inspiration for writing.

Opportunity to learn what others are doing. Networking with colleagues.

I learned several excellent ideas I could take back to my university. I got to interact with colleagues whom I normally don't get to interact much with. It helped me learn that I'm
not alone with all my feelings I go through with being a counselor. I was extremely motivated by the keynote and luncheon speaker. Finally, I got to have fun and learn at the
same time!

Networking with other advisors

Networking, hearing how different states tackle issues

Session quality was great.

I really enjoyed the workshop sessions. I learned a lot of great information and benchmark ideas.

The most valuable part of the conference was learning how to become useful to NACADA, and how to use NACADA for my development. I am new to advising (from
admissions and financial aid), and I am very much looking forward to my future in advising, and using my NACADA resources to become an effective advisor.

This conference gave me the opportunity to network with seasoned advisors who shared their experiences with me. Met some great people,e ven from my own state!

I walked away from each session with something that I could use in my position. Thank you!

Team-building, networking, motivation from keynote speakers

Seeing what other institutions strategies for improving retention/graduation rates.

This conference was a wonderful experience! I received so much great information that I can use for planning my future programs. Great job!

I got the chance to meet new practitioners in the field. I also learned new techniques that advisors are doing at their schools, and new research.

New ideas, networking

This was my first professional advising conference. It was so education to meet advisors all over the region, and swap stories and "tips of the trade!"

Excellent networking and getting me reinvigorated to improve professionally

Helped to energize me and feel excited about my profession

It's always a great opportunity to network and communicate with other advisors as to best practices.

Text Response



I went to a couple of really good concurrent sessions and got some good information to share with my office.

I always enjoy visiting with fellow advisors in the higher education field. We can commiserate and, if anything, feel a sense of validation. It is nice to be appreciated!

The keynote speakers were very motivational, and the session topics were valuable.

Energizing, learning what other institutions are doing in comparison to what we are doing with certain groups of students.

Valuable networking opportunities and the ability to learn best practices!

I am a first year advisor with experiene in other areas of student conduct, this conference provided me with a greater understanding of my new profession. It also allowed me to
see deeper connections between my previous work and academic advising. It motivated me to help educate and train my office to be up to par with institutions we transfer
students to. Loved building connections with others.

Good information to adopt for my institution. Creative ideas. Nice to network and get to know others from other institutions.

connecting with colleagues

very valuable and practical information was shared

I am fairly new to advising and I appreciate the fact that the university wanted to help me with education/counseling courses.

Networking, experience, some of the concurrent sessions were helpful, and the keynote speakers were interesting.

Learned some great new techniques to take back to my institution and networking was great!

Information can be used to enhance our advising program and educate our advisors

Networking and discussing the commonalities (both good and bad) of the advising field at different institutitions.

Almost every session I attended was valuable and helped me learn something I have already been able to apply to my day to day job. I also was able to bring feedback to my
supervisors about things we can improve on as an office.

Providing information on dealing with probationary students

Professional development and learning about best practices

The sessions I went to were applicable to the areas of growth I am interested in and the areas of concern I have as an advisor.

Total Responses 63

Statistic Value



9. My recommendations for future conferences include: (topics/speakers/external
activities/type/length of sessions, etc.)

I felt that this conference had 5 session about the same topic dealing with Millennial s. I do feel that that topic is important but there was not need to multiples sessions. I also
feel that this conference lacked information and sessions distance learners.

I think starting on Thursday at 1pm - have 2 sessions and the key note. All day friday and then half a day saturday would be good.

More content sessions geared toward administration issues

More opporrtunity for CEUs.

keep the coffee and water booths open during the day, don't serve spicy food, session topics to include working with undecided students. Session length was perfect. If you
want us to stay for the closing session then make it worthwile. Just door prizes wasn't worth it. I'd like to learn something or just be allowed to go early.

Better collection of program evaluations. I was never prompted to fill out the program evaluation. It also was a bummer to present on the last day because it felt like we had a
really well received program, but there wasn't a fair process around the regional program winner. Presentations on the second day were not given as much attention.

Better transfer processes between schools

Speakers who discuss advising issues.

More variation in topics for concurrent sessions; This conference had a lot of sessions about exploratory students and retention programs.

N/A

I would like to see more sessions about technology in advising.

Try to offer more concurrent session slots on the full-day and fewer on the half-day; too much time allotted for state meetings; make sure presenters know what technology will
be available as there were a few caught off-guard with no internet access--to make it available on a limited basis all such sessions could have been in same room with a wi-fi
hotspot alternative

include more variety in topics

If there is some way to help improve the general quality of the sessions, that would be my primary recommendation.

It would be nice if there was some entertainment such as dancing for the participants or some smooth jazz to listen to in the evening after the sessions were over.

More variety at meals

-More time for dinner on the first night. There wasn't very much time and everything felt rushed and squeezed in. -the hotel was great, but if there was a hotel that was closer to
restaurants within walking distance would have helped. -volunteeers were very helpful and friendly -food was on point -keynotes were great: love their humanistic/personal
approach. I may or may not have cried a littl

Provide WiFi connections in all presentation rooms

Free wi-fi in rooms (was difficult to answer / view work emails if you couldn't pay for the service). It also seemed to impact some of the concurrent sessions. Would have liked to
attend the tour of LSU - maybe something like that with more seats? Overall, I enjoyed the timing of the concurrent sessions - 1 hour seemed like plenty of time to cover the
material.

N/A

None

Ensure there are opportunities for CEUs to be earned.

Everything was great! Next time, maybe a little less spicy lunch would be the only thing I would change.

More information on dealing with students who have mental disabilities such as PTSD, TBI, bipolar, etc.

More collaborative sessions, similar to the first-time attendee session. The speakers did not provide much to enhance faculty advising.

Put speakers like Peter Jaes Ehimika and John Nelson-Hronek on the first day, not the second.

Meals could have had other variety for those who cannot tolerate spicy food or seafood. Buffet style could have been nice to facilitate this.

The set up of the conference was great. I have attended many conferences, but not many which seemed so organized. Some sessions were highly attended- could it be
possible to have an 'open session' at the end where sessions which were packed can be given again, for others to sit in on?

Have recommendations/activities for spouses. Perhaps allow spouses to atten

Diversity; how to advise those individuals with prior work/learning experiences; advising military students; advising an older generation (40+ years of age); effective marketing
and retention practices

sessions on high-achieving students

A hotel within walking distance of restaurants, shopping, attractions if possible.

Please work toward regaining your NBCC Provider number. Earning NBCC CEU's is a driving factor in determining whether or not I can attend future conferences.

Some sessions could have been longer to cover the information more indepth.

Try to find a hotel where everyone can stay together. I think more activities is need for people to participate in. After the conferences sessions was over, everyone had to find
their on stuff to do.

Keep up the good work, look for a variety of sessions, many of the topics were very similar

I would have love to have gone to the day at the capital and the brewery, but it conflicted with my "first timers" orientation meeting.

Less best practices and more research and tools to begin to do our own research

Be mindful of how loud the music is during a meet and greet/networking event. Loved the jazz, but it was difficult to actually talk to anyone.

More diverse presentation topics. There were several on advising millennials and several on Motivational Interviewing.

More sessions for experienced advisors / managers - working with campus officials, getting procedures/policies passed, how to do research, etc.

The importance of critical thinking and problem solving. There seems to be an overwhelming demand from employers and a shortage of students who have these qualities.

Need more sessions with specific models that can be exported / shared with another institution, such as: "Our school created a program for at-risk students. Here's how you can
implement a similar program at your institution."

Text Response



Aim to keep it in the larger cities and near multiple restaurants/attractions, etc. Possibly consider NOT rotating through each state in Region 7... Many other regions do not do
this anymore, and there are simply some places that are more likely to generate a larger, more effective, more well-attended conference!

To have a social outing or tour the evening of the conference session, not during the pre-conference. Session length was great. Promotion of Emerging Leaders Program was
great, but maybe incoporate something for new Nacada members (mentor match-up or something) since you cannot be invovled in ELP until 3rd year with NACADA. Also,
maybe provide print materials for first time attendees.

I would like to see an included trip/tour to the local institution. This would enlighten us to the school and also offer something that many of us do not have the opportunity to see.

less at-risk sessions

I thought the length of the sessions was about right. If you have them any longer people get restless.

Better hotel, especially a hotel with a shuttle and wifi that's not expensive, more sessions.

A hotel with more than one restaurant, better tasting food, definitely need a full breakfast each day, and possibly evening entertainment each day of the conference in the hotel.

More presentations having to do with Academic Coaching/Mentoring.

Total Responses 51

Statistic Value



10. Additional comments:

Thank you so much!

The conference team members were GREAT.

This was a great conference! Thank you for all of your hard work!

Nothing much to report in the state meeting. I think it would be good discuss how to become involved in this meeting.

A list of attendees would be very helpful. While I would have liked it during the conference, I would still like to receive it. I would also have liked to have received more
information about preconference workshops AND the topics of the concurrent sessions earlier. It might have changed my travel plans.

N/A

People at the podium for plenary sessions should refrain from having people be recognized by standing up as there was at least one person in attendance who used a
wheelchair and was unable to stand. While not intentional, it did make many uncomfortable. As did the instruction to "scream like a girl" if one had the winning number for door
prizes.

I like to thank the planning committee for their time and effort with this event. I know it is time consuming. The Baton Rouge Airport was horrible and I know NACADA is not
responsible for the service at the airport. Maybe Baton Rouge is not the location to have NACADA again in the future.

Best conference I ever attended!!!!

Everyone who was involved in putting the conference on was fantastic. Andrea Jones did an outstanding job and was so nice and helpful.

Really, really enjoyed the Mardi Gras themed dessert reception! That was fun and a good way to network.

N/A

None

Great conference! It was very engaging and welcoming.

Had a blast!!!

The PowerPoint presentations were somewhat lacking, and several speakers were repetitive. The second keynote speaker's intermittent crying was unprofessional and took
away from what was, otherwise, a good speech.

I completed the registration section regarding special dietary restrictions (allergic to tomatoes/strawberries). Although, shrimp jambalaya (included tomatoes) was served for
lunch on Friday, I received another meal, which also had tomatoes. When I alerted our server, she stated that according to the chef, there weren't any tomatoes. However,
everyone at my table saw the tomatoes; tasted them.

Great job! Thank you for all that was done to make this conference amazing!

Thank you to the planning committee for a job well done!

One of the sessions had a title that was very offensive, "Advising the Millennials: LOL or FML?" I found this extremely inappropriate and unprofessional. I have to justify
expenditures. I generally use the conference book/schedule from the past conference to get approval for future. I do not feel I can use this one. I would have to explain FML
meaning & no funding would be granted.

Overall great first conference experience!

Thank you for this incredible experience! Everyone was so welcoming, and willing to help each other out.

Thank you for your time and efforts.

In the future, conferences like these must have WiFi capabilities in the presentation rooms. If there isn't going to be, that needs to be communicated with the presenters prior to
the conference. It's not fair for them to have points deducted on evaluations for something they couldn't control.

I was somewhat disappointed to see multiple sessions on topics like millenial students and helicopter parents - these topics have been around for the past 10+ years - what's
NEW in advising?

Baton Rouge is a nice city but I did not really like the Renaissance Hotel. The accommodations themselves were fine: nice staff, nice rooms, etc. My main complaint about it was
the lack of places we could WALK to from the hotel. Bless the shuttle drivers! We all kept them hopping all during the conference!

Thought the FML as part of the title of a session was in poor taste and very unprofessional. Breakfast, snacks, dessert bar were great. Lunch, although regionally authenic, was
overly spicey for me. I like shrimp but several at my table did not. Although not allergic, could not eat it. Overall, nice conference, thanks for the hard work.

Overall, I was disappointed in the quality and applicability of the sessions at this conference. There were very few sessions with real substance, and even fewer sessions that
offered suggestions on how to implement new programs / advising models at the attendees' institutions. NACADA should focus on this heavily in the future to make these
conferences worthwhile for attendees.

In relation to my comment in the last question. Our group were all first time attendees for Region VII (many for NACADA), we had planned on attending the first time attendees
session but due to bad weather was not able to arrie in time. It would have been helpful to have a handout or something at registration as to conference expectations, special
events, and new comer tips.

seafood lunch was not good

I thought the speakers for this year's conference we some of the best I have ever seen! Great job!

Total Responses 31

Text Response

Statistic Value



11. What conference costs were covered by your institution? In the comments
section, indicate other sources of funding or any explanations of your answers to
help us in our future planning.

1 Conference registration fee 83 98%

2 NACADA Membership 63 74%

3 Hotel expenses 62 73%

4 Mileage and tolls 48 56%

5 Airfare 32 38%

6 Meal expenses 59 69%

7 Other: 5 6%

8 Further comments about your response: 3 4%

weather/travel issues caused us to miss opening sessions.

some meals,
some gas $

I have previously requested to attend a NACADA conference and been told no, as it wasn't in the budget, which I never believe. I wanted to present, but also
saw getting accepted to present was a way to be supported by my institution to attend (and become a NACADA member). I was successful in my strategy, but
was also reflecting today that institutions find so very many ways to discourage advisors from attending, and therefore learning and networking. E.g. My
institution would not pay for hotels or for dinners. I found it made attendees from our institution set a much higher bar for how worthwhile they found the
conference. I don't know that there's anything for NACADA to do about this, but I thank you for asking.

only breakfast/lunch

parking

Shuttle service

car
rental,gasoline

vehicle rental

Min Value 1

Max Value 8

Total Responses 85

# Answer Bar Response %

Other: Further comments about your response:

Statistic Value
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